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What is  This seminar is the seed for the creation and growth of new world wide education systems, based on the 
new philosophic paradigm of a human global renaissance, obtained by expanding over the the limits of 
our birth planet. Rationales for the creation of the new education system are discussed, starting with the 
following one: accepting the challenge of the raising complexity in a world populated by seven billion 
inhabitants and counting is primary a matter of education. The cultural decay due to human growth in a 
closed world, the subsequent growing fear of the future and the lack of motivation for youth generations 
are analyzed, and so the failure of the Twentieth Century ideologies. The history of the Florentine 
Renaissance of 1500 is recalled and studied, with the aim to see the similes and the differences with the 
current situation, and the basic cultural requirements of a new education system, suitable to raise a new 
renaissance. The works of the new “Medici’s” of our time -- such as Diamandis, Maryniak, Branson, Musk, 
Allen and other visionaire entrepreneurs are commented. The basic concepts of the astronautic humanist 
open world philosophy are enounced. The long lasting split among science and humanism is examined as 
well, and methods to overcome it are explained. Reasons why philosophy is neglected, though the main 
obstacle to overcome the crisis is philosophical and not technical nor scientific are investigated as well. 
The most interesting authors, as far as evolutionary spirit is concerned, are out of the traditional education 
systems programs, and shall be urgently inserted in the education programs: such authors are listed and 
their works commented and discussed. The basic requirements for a general program of studies -- as to 
disciplines and curricula studiorum --  are sketched, providing the skeleton of the academy cultural 
substance. Finally, a basic plan for the development of space renaissance academies world wide is given 
and discussed. 

For who Space outreach dealers, teachers, private and public education entities, government education entities, 
non governmental organizations. 

Type Classroom-type instruction and interaction. 

Duration 8 hours (1 day) - introduction  
24 hours (3 days) - advanced stage 

Where The seminar can be held at the customer premises, with logistics supplied by the customer, or it can be 
organized by ASE LTD, grouping together several customers having similar requirements and profile of 
the attendees.  

Benefits The attendees will achieve ability to setup and lead conceptually new education systems, strongly 
oriented to the new space economy and culture.   

Deliverables Electronic copy of the materials used during the seminar: slides, documents, materials produced during 
exercises.  

Teachers The lead trainer, Adriano V. Autino, besides working since more than 35 years in the field of systems 
engineering, is a pasionate space activist and student of the space age philosophy. He is author of some 
original concepts, on the theme of the value of human life. In 1997 he founded the web magazine 
Technologies of the Frontier. He published the book “Earth is not sick: she’s pregnant!” and “Tree Theses 
for the Space Renaissance”, he organized two international conventions and wrote hundreds of articles 
on the topics of human expansion outside our birth planet. He is the president of the Space Renaissance 
International, member of the Moon Society board of directors and of other pro-space organizations.  
Please also see: http://www.linkedin.com/in/adrianoautino http://www.spacerenaissance.org/  

Registration E-mail info@spacerenaissance.org – cell. +39.335.8244435 
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Send us your manifestation of interest for this seminar, you will be re-contacted, in order to: 
a) join an already scheduled session, or 
b) keep you in the list for a not yet scheduled session, or 
c) organize a session at your premises. 

Please also specify: 
- the seminar code(s) you are interested to: ............. 
- the number of participants to the class(es): ..... 
- skill and experience of the participants: ..... 
- your goals and expected benefits: ..... 
- where do you want the class(es) to be held: ..... 
- tell us your preferred planning: one day units, dates to be negotiated .... 

 


